
Max Plus Productivity  
Dual Pendant Power Controls*

*Model CL10V3-DPC only

» Always within reach when small spotting  
 adjustments matter the most, dual pendant  
 power controls expedites  vehicle spotting by  
 providing an unobstructed view to lifting points
» OSHA compliant keyed lockout safety button  
 locks out power to the lift
» Up power button raises lift 
» Down power button / dual  
 single point mechanical  
 lock release system lowers  
 lift from either column

Versymmetric® Advantage
Tired of rolling vehicles back and forth 

while spotting? CL10’s offset 3-stage 
front arms are stowed in an asymmetric 
position providing single sweep spotting 

to front lift points, clear of front tire.  
Industry first 3-stage rear  

arms reach more lifting  
points of longer  

wheelbase vehicles.

CL10 safely lifts both symmetrically and asymmetrically 
within the same service bay, eliminating the need to  
designate passenger car vs. full size truck service bays.

CL10series 
10,000 lb. capacity

Features and Benefits

Versymmetric® offset front arms safely 
lift both symmetrically and asymmetrically 
within the same service bay
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Heavy-Duty 5/16˝ cable
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48  ̋elongated carriage design 3

11´ 8˝ standard height with  
2´ and 3´ extensions available
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Padded overhead shut off system
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Oversized 5˝  
diameter pulley
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 Maximize service capabilities and  
 revenue potential 

 Reduces stress on equalization system  
 and increases cable life

 Decreases load on bearing

 Allows lift to be placed in standard service  
 bay with 12´ ceiling

 Prevents vehicle damage from being  
 raised too high

 Reduces column deflection

 Allows technician to disengage both  
 columns simultaneously 
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The Automotive Lift Institute (ALI) certifies that the CL10  
described herein complies with the applicable provisions  
of the American National Standards ANSI/ALI ALCTV 2006  
and are Third Party Validated by the ETL Testing Laboratory.

Single point mechanical  
lock release (not shown)
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Fully gusseted  
base plate design6


